
Local Union No. 1245
International Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO
P. O. Box 4790
Walnut Creek, California 94596

Mr. F. W. Jaggers, a Troubleman, headquartered in Healdsburg, North
Bay Division, suffered a serious industrial injury on February 18, 1980 that
resulted in a broken back and is now permanently paralyzed from the armpits
down.

At the present time Mr. Jaggers, while confined to a wheelchair, is
still undergoing physical therapy but has progressed to the point where he is
soon to start driver education training and is expected to return to productive
work in a light duty environment. Therefore pursuant to Sections 205.19 and
206.12 of the Physical Agreement, Company proposes to place Mr. Jaggers into a
Service Operator's classification in Santa Rosa once Mr. Jaggers is released
by his doctor to perform such work. This proposal has been reviewed with the
Local Bus'iness Representative serving North Bay Division and has her concurrence.

If you are in accord with the foregoing and agree thereto, please so
indicate in the space provided below and return one executed copy of this letter
to Company.

BY~Manager of In ustrial Relations

The Union is in accord with the foregoing and it agrees thereto as of
the date hereof.

LOCAL UNION NO. 1245, INTERNATIONAL
BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS, AFL-CIO

______ J_un_e_2_6 •.1980 ByBUSln~ggr;:---------
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741.1
Request for Company-Union Agreement to Place Mr. F. W. Jaggers,
Troubleman in Healdsburg into Service Operator Position in Santa Rosa

Mr. F. W. Jaggers, a Troubleman in Healdsburg, had a serious industrial
injury on February 18, 1980 when he apparently contacted an energized
secondary conductor while removing tree limbs from the line during storm
conditions. He fell from his working position several feet down the
pole before his body belt caught on a pole step, snapping his body back-
wards, and then fell the remaining distance to the ground. It was later
found he had suffered a broken back and is permanently paralyzed from
the armpits down.
At the present time Mr. Jaggers, while confined to a wheelchair, is
still undergoing physical therapy but has progressed to the point where
he is soon to start driver education training. He is also expected to
soon be able to return to productive work in a light duty environment.
It is proposed that Company-Union agreement be sought, as provided by
Contract Sections 205.19 and 206.12, to place Mr. Jaggers into a Service
Operator's position in Santa Rosa when an expected additional position
is authorized and Mr. Jaggers is released by his doctor to perform such
work. This proposal has been reviewed with the IBEW Business Represen-
tative serving the North Bay Division and she concurs.
Mr. Jaggers is 56 years old and has close to 29 years' service, start-
ing with the Company on August 8, 1951.

cc: RADraeger
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